Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /e/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

then bread yes
head tell men
said help let
get end again
sweat them set
lead when read
red best ready
left next fed
ten bed test
dread meant send
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /i/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

six  him  tip
myth  if  chick
quit  fish  gift
is  lid  lips
string  wig  pig
silly  it  milk
big  fib  trip
wish  bib  stick
sit  zip  crib
sink  kitten  drip
quick  symbol  pink
did  crisp  sick
sister  nip  fist
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /o/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

not  taught  stomp
saw  upon  chalk
want  got  frost
cause  hot  talk
bought  off  dot
caught  stop  otter
on  pop  job
long  box  fox
drawn  jaw  frog
water  lawn  haul
fraud  drop  robin
thought  swap  doll
ought  stalk  moth
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /u/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

but  done  lump
son  much  run
some  must  stump
ough  jump  stunt
up  cut  rust
won  sum  rough
come  sun  funny
ough  but  none
touch  dove  rug
us  ough  luck
hum  snug
truck  glove
love
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /ae/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

make          train          snail
blame         name           day
shave         face           veil
bake          eight          weigh
cake          prey           grey
tail          came           sale
wait          jail           brain
fade          rain           maid
always        sail           gate
today         clay           same
may           lake           ate
bait          tray           way
table         paid           okay
day           play           sleigh
vein          say            neighbor
weight        hail           away
they          straight       waist
chain         paper          gray
Look at each word below. Highlight the "pictures" for the /ee/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

see
eat
very
brief
we
these
money
three
please
any
grief
me
she

he
leave
many
seem
tree
each
read
clean
real
sleep
green
pretty
every

happy
feet
keep
meet
sweet
dream
heat
mean
shield
Steve
key
heat
need
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /ie/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

night  sky  knight
fly   pie   my
pine  flight   flying
cry   high   lime
sigh  try   spike
find  five   shine
by   twine   wife
line  child   kite
die   height   tight
side  bite   tried
nine  wind   cried
why  might   like
wild  sight   white
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /oe/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

home  boat  no
  go   own  old
  coat toe  hope
know dough grow
goes also Joe
boast told blow
coast tone yellow
though note show
those hold moat
most cold sold
road globe smoke
loaf close joke
open so toast
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /ue/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

use  fuel
music  unit
few  unite
cue  fume
cube  bugle
cupid  beauty
pew  feud
pupil  cubic
fuse  humor
mute  continue
tube  hue
cute
huge
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /ou/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

- out
- down
- brown
- drought
- house
- town
- round
- found
- now
- cow
- around
- mouse
- how

- frown
- count
- round
- noun
- sound
- shout
- blouse
- sour
- scowl
- howl
- proud
- amount
- about

- allow
- account
- gown
- owl
- sprout
- ground
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /oi/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

spoil          coin          rejoice
boy            join           choice
toy            coil           deploy
loyal          noise          voyage
brown          boil           oil
oink           joy            enjoy
soil           royal          noisy
Roy            enjoy          oil
toil           royal          noisy
annoy          VOID           joint
broil          cowboy
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /ar/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

- car
- dart
- shark
- art
- part
- cards
- barn
- tart
- large
- chart
- charm
- yard
- farm
- bark
- garden
- alarm
- cart
- far
- artist
- smart
- March
- star
- tar
- party
- arm
- scar
- harp
- hard
- jar
- scarf
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /er/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

her  dirt  after
church  skirt  world
first  fur  worse
earn  burp  faster
collar  turn  worm
curl  fern  stir
girl  winter  flirt
girl  letter  lantern
world  churn  center
learn  hurt  jerk
burn  shirt  bird
enter  sister  third
dollar  herd  shower
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the /oo/ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

soon  cool  snooze
flute  fruit  choose
new  you  prune
blue  group  moose
soup  hoot  crew
cruise  scoop  stew
school  clue  loot
super  brute  today
knew  fluke  threw
glue  mood  spoon
ttrue  loop  to
drew  suit  through
too  food  rude
Look at each word below. Highlight the “pictures” for the ‘oo’ sound. Practice reading these words to an adult.

- put
- hood
- hook
- foot
- push
- pudding
- took
- notebook
- should
- looking
- stood
- cookie
- good
- football
- look
- would
- could
- wood
- shook
- couldn’t
- crook
- bush
- shook
- wouldn’t
- shouldn’t
- woof